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A module for population-genetic analyses. MAFS is a system of functions and classes for statistical analyses and MCMC simulation based on the multivariate normal mixture model of gene frequencies. It includes functions for inference of probabilities and cumulative likelihood, as well as functions for repeated measures and generalized linear models. The NetBeans IDE
The NetBeans IDE is a free and open source cross platform application development platform. It makes development of nearly any kind of software easy and it supports lots of additional features. It is full featured and highly integrated but retains a slim and clean design (partly even resembling the NetBeans/Apache open source project organization). The NetBeans IDE
also has the NetBeans project framework integrated, that can be used to host, build and test your applications. The NetBeans IDE is a part of the NetBeans 6.0 platform. GALA is an open-source library for developing open-source user interfaces for statistical computing in Java. It implements both of the typical interfaces for GUI programs, namely the Event-Driven and
Look-and-Feel-Driven interfaces, and it has a lightweight layout manager that can be used to create windows with curved and non-rectangular layouts. GALA is still under active development, and it is a work in progress to improve the extensibility of the core classes. jPISA is a Java application that performs a statistical evaluation based on an inferential statistic (t test or
Fisher test) for each gene, computed on the multivariate data. jPISA is part of JBoss Tools (Tomcat Toolkit), and it is a Java application, running on Sun's JVM and based on Tomcat. It is cross platform, and it can be run in any operating system that supports either a JVM or a Java runtime. Matrix Profile 2.0 is a Java library for multivariate statistics. It contains 4 basic
algorithms: multidimensional scaling, principal component analysis, canonical correlation analysis, and factor analysis. Matrix Profile 2.0 has a multithreaded implementation with a message passing style, and it is in harmony with the Java language and the Java platform java.util.concurrent is a set of classes

Coalescent 

An ultra light-weight library of Java classes for working with coalescent Serial Key graphs. Coalescent is a handy, easy to use, Java based library specially designed for research in theoretical population biology, centered around coalescent analysis. See: I found the description on their github page a bit abstract. I am looking to see if someone can point me to a good
tutorial or some documentation. It would be really helpful. A: is a good place to start. A: Coalescent Theory has been implemented in Java as a library here: While the documentation might be a little bit sparse, the library itself is well documented. Coalescent Theory is a Java library that implements the coalescent model of population genetics. The model captures the
stochastic dynamics of genealogical trees (i.e., genealogies) as they evolve over the course of time in a population. Coalescent Theory uses the Maple programming language to simulate the population dynamics, although it can be ported to any JVM-capable language. The story of Zimbabwe “This is a land that does not need black bond sales,” former President Robert
Mugabe declared. With the GDP in decline for several years and Zimbabwe’s reserves at an all time low, the 81-year-old leader could have easily gone on this limb. However, the global financial markets appeared to heed his warning, and last week’s $4.1 billion bond sale was a much needed success. The Central Bank’s dalliance with conventional wisdom and the ‘lull’
in the country’s bond sales had led to a slump in sentiment and a significant loss of credibility and authority. As head of state, Mugabe was by far the most powerful individual in Zimbabwe. Every single policy decision was his responsibility, the waywardness of which could severely hurt him. Already unpopular among many Zimbabweans and the international
community, one big mistake on his part could lose him the respect and cred 3a67dffeec
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Coalescent analysis is one of the basic tools in population genetics. It describes the evolution of a sample of individuals and their genealogical relationships. C[OALESCENT] provides a library of routines for calculating genealogical properties, including the often-cited coalescent time T and ancestral population size N, and their associated probability distributions. By
calculating the probability distribution for ancestral population sizes and genealogical times, these methods capture many of the key features of finite-population genetic models. Supported platforms: coalescent has been developed and tested with Java 1.5+; its API should work on any platform that supports Java. Features: - The library provides functions for calculating
the instantaneous coalescent probability distribution at time t and at time t. - The library provides functions for calculating the genealogy and probability distribution for a sample of individuals from a single recent ancestor. - Simple, flexible interfaces that make coalescent analysis easy to use. - The library can be used to estimate and test various population genetic
parameters, including the divergence times and genealogies of human and chimp lineages. coalescent tables: Provides users with pre-created coalescent tables. Users can simply copy or load existing tables. Tables can be copied to a file, a clipboard, or even be printed to a paper (via pslatex or pdflatex). Tables can also be exported into a portable text file (e.g.,
cpcoalescent.txt). For more information, see the documentation for the tables command. coalescent commands: The library provides commands to do basic coalescent calculations. These commands are especially useful in conjunction with the tables so that users can build tables quickly. For more information, see the documentation for the commands. coalescent
Classes and Objects: The library provides classes for carrying out basic coalescent calculations. These classes should make coalescent calculations easy to use. For more information, see the documentation for the Objects and Classes page. coalescent overview: To get a quick overview of the library, see the overview page. For the most up-to-date information on the
usage of the library, see the library documentation and FAQ. coalescent statistics: coalescent contains a set of computationally intensive

What's New In Coalescent?

A compendium of coalescent analyses. Features: Extremely easy to use for general coalescent analysis Simple and flexible interface, few classes Methods for generating coalescence trees from extant data And most importantly, it is open source! Recently developed: Some additional methods for calculating age distributions A few additional statistics, e.g. relative
homozygosity and absolute homozygosity Execution and quality of some analyses (e.g., the gene tree vs. the species tree problem) are controlled in a RAS-like fashion Manuals: Citrus: An initial user's manual was developed for the package by Christopher Fox, and revised by Ian Baldwin Grid: Updated R-forge source and documentation can be browsed R-Forge:
Documentation: News: (submitted by Joerg.Zachwieja@Uni-Jena.de) A really nice new manual in R Journal club about the package Supporting packages: License: MIT license Authors: Joerg.Zachwieja@Uni-Jena.de (c) 2010 Jeppe Karlsson Version number: 0.83 The latest version of the software and all updates can be downloaded from Coalescent can be downloaded and
installed with the easy_install command, e.g. $ easy_install coalescent You should now be able to run coalescent from the shell prompt without using "easy_install". The package will be installed to the directory "coalescent" under your system's Python installation, e.g. $ python -c '
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System Requirements:

• Windows 7, 8, or 10 • 8 GB RAM • 5.5 GB free disk space • Radeon R9 290 or better • Dual Link DVI-D or HDMI 1.3 port • DisplayPort (at least 1.2) or DVI-I (at least HDCP 1.4) • DirectX 11 • Windows Media Center edition 12 or later • Windows 7 or later • Subtitles or closed captioning in one of the following languages: English, French, Spanish
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